
PRODUCT GUIDE

Available in 4oz., pint, quart and gallon sizes

4600 SERIES Candy Colors™ 
waterbased custom automotive paints

Candy Colors

Candy Colors are brilliant translucent concentrated dye-based colors.

Candy Colors are concentrated and must be reduced with 4004 Transparent Base. Reduce 1:1. 
Transparent Base also contains UV protection to increase Candy Colors lightfast qualities.

Apply over 4100 or 4300 Series Colors or mix with 4400 Series Gem Color-Shift Colors, 4500 
Series Hot Rod Sparkle and Cosmic Sparkle Colors to create stunning candied-pearls.

Set-Up: Airbrush 0.3mm – 0.5mm @ 40 PSI, Spray Gun 1.0mm – 1.2mm @ 40 PSI
When mixing Candy Colors with pearl-flaked colors, use larger tip-size recommendations. 

Thoroughly strain colors prior to usage as any contaminants will be visible in color.

Avoid applying wetted coats as Candy Colors require an extended drying time compared with 
other Auto Air Colors. Use gloves when handling Candy Colors. Candy’s dye stains skin.

Color Selection: Available in 4oz. – PT – QT - Gallon

4601 Candy Yellow 4606 Candy Black Cherry 4611 Candy Magenta 
4602 Candy Sunset 4607 Candy Brite Blue 4612 Candy Purple
4603 Candy Orange 4608 Candy Teal Blue 4613 Candy Blue Violet
4604 Candy Brite Red 4609 Candy Emerald Green 4614 Candy Root Beer
4605 Candy Apple Red 4610 Candy Deep Green 4615 Candy Black
   

Top Coating

Top coat with a durable clear. Auto Air Colors are compatible with all urethane and polyurethane 
clears. Other clears such as nitrocellulose lacquers may be used to top-coat Auto Air Colors. 
Test first to determine compatibility and results. Slow and medium temperature catalysts are 
recommended. Do not use hyper-cure accelerators or catalysts. Note: When using 3-part clears, 
do not exceed manufacturer’s recommended mix ratios. Allow for extended flash times between 
coats to avoid potential lifting or die-back due to reducer’s slow release from Auto Air Colors.

Visit www.autoaircolors.com for additional user information, product descriptions and 
health information.

Note about Clear Coating Candy Colors: Candy Colors may bleed through top-coated colors, 
especially if not completely cured. To prevent top-coat colors from re-activating Candy Colors, 
apply a mid-coat prior to top-coat graphic colors. A urethane inter-coat clear works well as do 
catalyzed, urethane clears. 4004 Transparent Base may also be used so long as extended curing 
time is allowed before moving onto top-coat colors.

Candy Colors may leach into clear when top coated. Thoroughly curing Candy Colors followed 
by a light top-coat of 4004 Transparent Base helps prevent leaching. Should Candy Colors leach 
into catalyzed clear, a second application of clear is recommended after first application has 
properly flashed.

Data contained herein are based on tests believed to be reliable and are not to be interpreted as being a warranty expressed or 
implied. No representation or warranty of freedom for legal liability, including patent liability resulting from the use of this 
product is made by Createx Distribution LLC. Copyright © 2006 Auto Air Colors/ Createx Distribution LLC
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